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Abstract: Current blockchain consensus protocols have a triangle of contradictions in aspects of decentralization, security, and
energy consumption, and cannot be synchronously optimized. We describe a design of two new blockchain consensus protocols,
called “CHB-consensus” and “CHBD-consensus,” based on a consistent hash algorithm. Honest miners can fairly gain the opportunity to create blocks. They do not consume any extra computational power resources when creating new blocks, and such
blocks can obtain the whole blockchain network to confirm consensus with fairness. However, malicious miners have to pay
massive computational power resources for attacking the new block creation privilege or double-spending. Blockchain networks
formed by CHB-consensus and CHBD-consensus are based on the same security assumption as that in Bitcoin systems, so they
save a huge amount of power without sacrificing decentralization or security. We analyze possible attacks and give a rigorous but
adjustable validation strategy. CHB-consensus and CHBD-consensus introduce a certification authority (CA) system, which does
not have special management or control rights over blockchain networks or data structures, but carries the risk of privacy breaches
depending on credibility and reliability of the CA system. Here, we analyze the robustness and energy consumption of
CHB-consensus and CHBD-consensus, and demonstrate their advantages through theoretical derivation.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Blockchain technology
The Bitcoin (Nakamoto, 2008) technology that
emerged after 2008 has been followed widely in recent years, and is considered a pioneering practical
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system for cryptographic digital currency. The underlying technology platform for digital currency is
blockchain. The core protocol can be summarized as a
combination of the following technical terms: peerto-peer (P2P) network, signature verification based
on an asymmetric cryptographic algorithm, consensus
of transaction information in the current period to the
whole network, and blockchain data structures linked
by a one-way hash function. These terms were described in detail in Nakamoto (2008). The essence of
blockchain technology can be viewed as a distributed
database that holds historical transactional data
shared by all nodes through a distributed consensus
protocol (Yuan and Wang, 2016). The core values of
blockchain technology include decentralization, a
distributed consensus protocol, digital signature,
cryptography based on an asymmetric public key
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mechanism, and a timestamp. P2P transactions are
based on decentralized credit in distributed systems
without nodes that trust each other. This provides a
solution to the problems of high cost, credit monopoly,
and reliability associated with dependency on a single
point, which are prevalent in centralized institutions.
The advent of the blockchain solves two major
problems of digital currency: double-spending and
the Byzantine generals problem (Lamport et al., 1982;
Lamport, 1983; Reischuk, 1985; Fedotova and Veltri,
2006; Nelson, 2007; Fan et al., 2013). Blockchain
technology in the financial, insurance, online payment, notarization, and other fields has broad application prospects.
Blockchain technology in practical applications
can be divided into two basic types based on whether
the transactional link information or the account
change information is recorded in the blockchain. In
this study, we use only the transaction blockchain
protocol. Currently, transaction blockchain technology does not have an industry standard. The basic
blockchain data structure is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Basic data structure of a blockchain

The blockchain data structure, the Merkle tree of
transaction information, and the consensus mechanism ensure that historical transaction data is

extremely difficult to tamper with. The transaction
data in each block is the transaction information in the
corresponding period. The logical link structure of
transactions is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Logical link structure of transactions in a
blockchain

Taking Bitcoin as an example, starting from the
creation block, the historical ledger data of the
blockchain contains all chains consisting of the
end-to-end transfer transactions of digital as-sets. The
outputs of the previous transaction become the inputs
of the current transaction. The current transaction
outputs are taken as the next transaction inputs. The
data structure of each transaction is as follows:
{
hash:[ ]
// The hash value of the current
// transaction
in: // Source of income
{
prev_out:
// Pre-transaction
// information
{
hash:[ ] // The hash value of the
// pre-transaction
n:[ ]
// Pre-transaction output
// index
}
scriptSig: <sig> <pubKey>
// Signature and public key of the owner of the
// pre-transaction
}
out: // Where to spend
{
value:[ ] // Payment amount
address:[ ] // Recipient address of hash
scriptPubKey: // Output script content
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{
Validate that the user’s public key
address matches the current public key address of
hash (based on the irreversible hashing encryption
algorithm, such as SHA256)
Validate that the user’s digital
signature matches the user’s public key (based on the
asymmetric cryptography algorithm, such as
ECDSA)
}
}
}
End-to-end transaction data (including the digital signature of the sender) is validated by the content
of script in transactions, and is recorded by blocks
with different timestamps to form the data body of the
interlinked blockchain. The nodes in the blockchain
network compete for the accounting privilege of
transactions through the consensus process to avoid
the problem of double-spending and to prevent historical transaction data from being easily tampered
with.
To satisfy decentralized requirements and reliability, blockchain technology is generally based on a
P2P network. Each node in the network is connected
and interacts with others in a flat topological network
structure without any special centralized nodes. There
is no hierarchical structure. Each node will assume
the network routing, verify the transactions, block
data, and propagation transaction data, and discover
new nodes.
1.2 Consistent hash algorithm
Karger et al. (1997) proposed a consensus hash
algorithm. The goal is to achieve a load or replica
distribution balancing in a dynamically distributed
system with dynamic adaptability and efficiency. The
consistent hash algorithm is based on the hash algorithm; the original intention is to solve the “hot spot”
in a distributed system. The consistent hash algorithm
maps the entire hash space into a virtual ring. The
32
entire hash space ranges from 0 to 2 −1, and is or32
ganized clockwise. 0 and 2 are coincident. The
schematic is shown in Fig. 3.
The classic problem solved by the consistent
hash algorithm is load balancing; that is to say, a large
amount of load data is evenly distributed to the server
cluster consisting of nodes. First, all nodes compute
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Fig. 3 Principle of the consistent hash algorithm

hash values, map each node value to a certain position
on the hash ring, and compute the hash value H(d) of
some data or load. The H(d) is mapped onto this hash
ring, and the first node found clockwise from the
value of H(d) is the node processing data or load. This
method is suitable for the scenes of dynamic entry and
exit of a node in the distributed system. When a node
comes in or out freely, only the neighbor node is affected. It is easy to see that due to the uncertainty of
the node hash value, the node number, and the data or
load, it is difficult to achieve complete balance among
all nodes. An improved consistent hash algorithm is
proposed, which generates a corresponding number
of virtual nodes for each real node based on the processing power of each real node. The algorithm
equilibrates the virtual node onto the hash ring and
data or load mapping on the hash ring ID corresponding to a virtual node. The data or load is processed by the real node corresponding to the virtual
node.
In this study, a blockchain consensus protocol
based on a consistent hash algorithm, called
“CHB-consensus,” is designed for a blockchain of
transactions.

2 Background
The aim of consensus in a blockchain is to
achieve the unanimous confirmation of legitimate and
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the ordered transactions by the nodes involved in the
whole blockchain network. Historical transactions
that have been confirmed online will not be tampered
with (or it will be difficult to do so) by malicious
nodes. The consensus protocol of a blockchain has
always been a hot research topic.
The core idea of proof-of-work (PoW) comes
from the research on preventing spam (Dwork and
Naor, 1992). Back (2002) first proposed the HashCash concept and the workload proof method based
on the hash function. The PoW consensus protocol
designed by Nakamoto (2008) effectively avoids a
Sybil attack (Douceur, 2002) that may occur when a
non-trusted anonymous node enters or exits freely. It
is one of the most widely used blockchain consensus
protocols. Many blockchain systems (including
Bitcoin) use PoW or improved PoW. The PoW protocol requires each node solve a computational
problem, but easily verifies the SHA256 computational problem based on its own computational effort.
Each node has to find a suitable random number of
“Nonce.” The input to the block header metadata and
Nonce is an SHA256 hash value computed twice in
succession, so that the result is less than the difficulty
target set in the header of the block.

H  nVersion, hashPreBlock, hashMerkleroot,
(1)
MaxTarget
nTimes, nBits, Nonce  
,
Diff
where nVersion presents the current protocol version
number, hashPreBlock the hash value of the previous
block, hashMerkleroot the transaction Merkel root of
current block, nTimes the timestamp of the current
block, nBits the storage form of the difficulty value in
the block header, Nonce a random number that meets
the difficulty requirements, MaxTarget the maximum
target value of the SHA256 calculation, and Diff the
current difficulty value.
Parameters of the SHA256 hash function come
from the block header metadata of the current block to
be built. Due to the irreversibility of the (twice)
SHA256 hash, the node has to pay enough computational power to perform the Nonce search to ensure
that the result is as small as possible (as in Bitcoin
mining). The PoW consensus calls for honesty nodes
to create a new block (mining) that consumes enough
computational power. A double-spending attack on a

malicious node has to take 51% of the computational
power of the entire network to obtain a sufficiently
high probability of a successful attack. The advantage
of PoW is that the algorithm is simple and the fault
tolerance is up to 50%. The disadvantage is that the
honesty nodes’ competition mining wastes massive
resources. According to reliable data, Bitcoin’s mining power has surpassed the sum of the force of the
world’s top 500 computers. To ensure the stability of
the Bitcoin system, the difficulty value is adjusted in
cycles (every 2016 blocks) to ensure an average interval of 10 min between blocks. A reliable confirmation of a transaction usually requires linking six
blocks, resulting in a confirmation of the transaction
taking 60 min. Moreover, the big mine pool caused by
the PoW mechanism has threatened the decentralization of the Bitcoin network.
The PoW protocol has been widely used in encrypted digital currency due to its security, decentralization, and simplicity. However, its high energy
consumption has attracted much attention (O’Dwyer
and Malone, 2014; Giungato et al., 2017; Mishra et al.,
2017; Vranken, 2017). The PoW protocol requires all
nodes who participate in the consensus process pay
massive computational power to find the expected
value of the hash puzzle to create a new block. This
process, called “mining,” makes the blockchain network consume a large amount of electrical energy in
the period of creating blocks. Giungato et al. (2017)
found that 40% of the total value of Bitcoin (using the
PoW protocol) is equivalent to the electricity consumption. Furthermore, the cryptocurrency may have
generated four gigatons of greenhouse gases, almost
13% of global releases per annum. The current estimated annual electricity consumption of Bitcoin
mining is about 39.5 TW·h, which exceeds the annual
consumption of the whole countries like Qatar and
Bulgaria
(https://digiconomist.net/bitcoin-energyconsumption). Bitcoin mining may consume the
world’s entire electrical energy by February 2020 due
to its exponential growth (https://powercompare.
co.uk/). An analysis in Mishra et al. (2017) using
public miners’ data concluded that if Bitcoin’s transaction throughput reaches the level of the Visa and
PayPal systems, the energy consumption will not be
affordable. In summary, if blockchain applications
use the PoW protocol, they are unlikely to be environmentally sustainable.
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In the view of shortcomings of PoW, Bahri and
Girdzijauskas (2018) explored an alternative mechanism for blockchain operation, which provides the
same P2P transaction capabilities without having to
consume such huge amounts of energy. The approach
waives energy consumption by trust, and introduces
the concept of proof-of-trust (PoT) blockchains. In a
PoT blockchain, peer trust is evaluated in the network
based on a trust graph that emerges in a decentralized
fashion and that is encoded in, and managed by, the
blockchain itself. Then this trust is used as a waiver
for the difficulty of POW; that is, the more trust the
miners prove in the network, the less work the miners
do. Milutinovic et al. (2016) used hardware based on
the trusted execution environments (TEEs) to implement a low energy consensus protocol called
“proof of luck.” The proof of luck blockchain uses
TEE platform’s random number generation to choose
a consensus leader, which offers low-latency transaction validation, deterministic confirmation time, negligible energy consumption, and equitably distributed
mining.
The consensus protocol of proof-of-stake (PoS)
has been proposed for the first time in the Bitcoin Talk
Forum in 2011. The current interest of node could be
taken as the voucher of the mining difficulty. Peercoin
implements a PoS protocol, in which the block generation difficulty is inversely proportional to node’s
shareholding (King and Nadal, 2012), and age and
currency constitute two proofs of equity. The core
algorithm is expressed as
Hash(T , c)  d  T .time  T .value,

(2)

where T represents a transaction not yet used by the
node, c the current status of the node, T.time the
ownership duration of transaction T (e.g., the age of
the currency), and T.value the currency value which is
available for transaction T. The random search space
for the PoS mechanism is limited, and a hashing attempt computation can be made every second. Inequality (2) shows that the difficulty of generating a
block is inversely proportional to the currency age of
a transaction owned by a node and to the currency
value. The method of violent search by PoW is no
longer used.
PoS consensus solves the PoW consensus energy
consumption issues, and can shorten the interval
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between blocks. However, when the network is
poorly synchronized with the PoS consensus, the
creation cycle of each block will create multiple
blocks, causing the blockchain to bifurcate. Malicious
nodes can control network communication through
their privilege to generate a block. They can send
different blocks to different network partitions to
form a double-spending attack. The PoS consensus
cannot guarantee fairness in the initial formation of
blockchain, as a handful of nodes with sufficient
currency age and currency value are likely to generate
blocks.
Delegated proof-of-stake (DPoS) (Asolo, 2018)
consensus is based on the PoS; however, the privilege
to create a block is specialized. First, a committee is
selected based on the voting rights of each node, and
each member of the committee creates a new block in
turn. Members of the committee must guarantee that
the statuses of 90% of all are online. The committee
controls the privilege of new block creation, which
can increase efficiency and achieve consistent confirmation in seconds. The disadvantages of the DPoS
are obvious. When committee members become malicious nodes, resulting in a double-spending block,
other nodes will be unable to do anything; DPoS is
not completely decentralized.
The practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT)
(Castro and Liskov, 1999) consensus protocol is
based on the messaging mode. When the number of
malicious nodes F is smaller than (n+1)/3 (n represents the total number of nodes), the system can reach
a consensus on a certain value. After three stages of
network messaging within all nodes, the honest nodes
can agree on a certain originating value. When PBFT
is applied to a blockchain, only a primary node generates a block in each consensus period, avoiding
bifurcation of the blockchain and the waste of massive computational power. It shortens the interval
between blocks and the period of transaction confirmation. However, the PBFT consensus process cannot cope with a Sybil attack. Malicious nodes can
generate multiple nodes, resulting in more than
(n+1)/3 malicious nodes being across the network and
compromising consistency and security. Since each
block is generated by the primary node, the PBFT
protocol is not suitable for the large-scale network
nodes but suitable for the federation application of a
blockchain.
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3 Consensus mechanism based on a consistent hash algorithm

The security of CHB-consensus is based on the
following assumptions:
Assumption 1 The asymmetric cryptographic algorithm is public. In the case of a known public key, it
is not feasible to solve the private key through algorithm inversions, or randomly to search for possible
private key space. It is not feasible to fake the digital
signature.
Assumption 2 The hash digest algorithm cannot be
inverted.
Assumption 3 The percentage of honest nodes in
the blockchain network exceeds 50%. If the percentage of non-honest nodes is more than 50%, the
blockchain system will be worthless.
Assumption 4 The consistent hash algorithm contains enough space to hold enough nodes on the hash
ring. It ensures that any node’s mappings on the hash
ring do not overlap, and it is impossible to reverse.
The security of CHB-consensus is based on
Assumptions 1–4: the first three are cornerstones of
Bitcoin security assurance, and the fourth is the basic
element of the consistent hash algorithm. Therefore,
the premise of security of the CHB-consensus protocol is no harsh based on the basic cryptographybased security. All the algorithms mentioned in this
study are based on Assumptions 1–4.
CHB-consensus does not make any hypotheses
for certification authority (CA). CA does not introduce any additional security issues. Algorithms and
protocols of CHB-consensus ensure that the CA does
not have any special control or operational authority
over the blockchain system. However, CA may introduce privacy leaks.
3.1 Data structure

The blockchain data structure of CHBconsensus follows the basic structure of a transaction
blockchain (similar to the data structure and block
structure of Bitcoin).
The blockchain data structure is shown in Fig. 4.
The properties of each field are described in Tables 1
and 2.

Table 1 Block header
Name
Pre-hash
No. X
Timestamp
Trans Merkle root
BaseCoinSig

Description
Hash value of the previous block
The current block number
Block timestamp
Merkle root of transactions
Digital signature of token reward
transactions
Merkel root of the digital certificate
serial number

Cert-Merkle root

Table 2 Block body
Name
Transaction-num
Transactions
Cert-num

Description
Number of transactions
Transactions sorted by timestamp
Number of CA digital certificate
serial numbers
CA digital certificate serial numbers sorted by number
CoinBase transaction

Cert-serialNums
CoinBase-Trans

Block
header

Pre-hash

Timestamp

No. X

Previous
block

Next
block
Trans
Merkle root

Block
body

BaseCoinSig

Hash123456

CoinBase

Hash
1

Hash34

Hash Hash
2
3

Trans Trans Trans
1
2
3

CertHash123456

CertHash1234

Hash1234

Hash12

Cert-Merkle root

Hash56

CertHash12

CertHash34

CertHash56

Hash Hash Hash Cert- Cert- Cert- Cert- Cert- Cert4
5
6
Hash Hash Hash Hash Hash Hash
3
4
2
1
5
6

Trans Trans Trans Cert Cert Cert Cert Cert Cert
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Fig. 4 Blockchain data structure of CHB-consensus

3.2 Network structure

The blockchain network formed by CHBconsensus follows the P2P network protocol; that is,
each node receives and broadcasts transactions and
blocks.
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3.3 Public key infrastructure (PKI)/certification
authority (CA) system

To ensure confidentiality, authenticity, integrity,
and non-repudiation of information in the process of
network information transmission, public key encryption mechanisms are commonly used. The public
key needs to be transmitted over the Internet. Therefore, an important issue that needs to be solved is the
public key trust problem. This is the role of the public
key infrastructure (PKI). PKI is the foundation of
current network security construction. A PKI system
is composed of a CA, a key management center
(KMC), registration agencies, directory services,
security authentication application software, and certificate application services. Among these, CA plays a
key role in the PKI system. To ensure the CA’s credibility, it must be highly authoritative and impartial.
The core function of the CA is to bind the user’s
public key and other users’ identification information
together through the registration process to form a
digital certificate for the user (the user’s private key is
still in the user’s local privacy management). As a CA,
it must have the following basic functions:
1. Receive the certificate application and review
the identity of the applicant;
2. Issue digital certificates;
3. Certificate management;
4. Query certificates and certificate status.
To avoid the influence of a Sybil attack on fairness, CHB-consensus requires that the node of the
blockchain network should participate in the transaction with a unique public-private key of an asymmetric cryptographic algorithm and discard the random
public-private key used in Bitcoin transactions. So,
CHB-consensus introduces PKI/CA system management and digital certificate technology for a
unique public-private key; that is, the node of the
blockchain is first registered in the CA center to obtain a valid digital certificate (the digital certificate
includes a public key, and the private key is stored by
the participating nodes using local privacy management). The CA center provides the inquiry digital
certificate function through a digital certificate serial
number. CA can verify the legitimacy and correctness
of digital certificates.
CHB-consensus sacrifices some transaction
privacies (relative to Bitcoin), and the CA through
managing digital certificates becomes a “privacy
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single point” issue. However, this is exactly what
some scenarios require.
CHB-consensus ensures that the CA management does not have any special authority of management and control over the formed blockchain
network and data structure. The CA mechanism does
not introduce any additional blockchain security
issues.
3.4 Consensus implementation

The consensus protocol of competition mode
provides stability and robustness of the blockchain
technology system. The CHB-consensus protocol
adopts the consensus of competition mode. However,
instead of relying on computational power competition, the nodes compete in a gambling way for betting
the privilege of creating a block at random and for
tokens included in the block. Tokens can be obtained
based on the pseudo-random component of the consistent hash algorithm.
Each participating node obtains a unique digital
certificate by registering with CA, and completes the
signature and verification of the transaction process
using the public and private keys corresponding to the
certificate.
3.4.1 Creating a new block
Assume that the total number of nodes in the
blockchain network is n, the current blockchain
height is h, and the number of to-be-built blocks is
h+1. The CHB-consensus protocol provides that
every new block is generated in every time period T. T
is dynamically adjustable, depending on network
bandwidth and the transaction volume in a unit of
time. Specific steps are as follows:
Step 1: Within each new period T, each node
broadcasts its own digital certificate serial number
and collects the digital certificate serial numbers of
other nodes in the network. Each node verifies the
validity of the digital certificate serial number and
forwards it. At the end of the period T, all the digital
certificate serial numbers collected by nodes are
sorted in numerical order to generate a digital certificate serial number set Ce(h+1){S1, S2, …, Sn}. A
Cert-Merkle tree is generated by the certificate set
Ce(h+1) and is written into the header and body of the
to-be-built block data structure.
Step 2: Within each new period T, each node can
issue and broadcast a new transaction. Each node
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receives new transactions on the network, verifies
their correctness and legality, and forwards them. At
the end of the period T, each node will sort all new
transactions according to the hash digest of the
transaction, to generate a transaction Merkle tree and
write the header and body of the to-be-built block data
structure.
Step 3: At the end of the period T, each node uses
the digital certificate serial numbers recorded in the
th
block of the N backward block before the current
block numbered (h−N) generates the set Ce(h+1){S1,
S2, …, Sn}. Then, for each serial in the set Ce(h−n), a
consistent hash is computed and mapped onto the
hash ring. Each Si is regarded as a node in the consistent hash algorithm in Section 1, forming the
mapping of Ce(h−n) on the hash ring, denoted as
R(h−n) rings. Each blockchain node uses the Pre-hash,
No. h+1, timestamp, and transaction Merkle root as
inputs, to compute a consistent hash digest value
HD(h+1), treat HD(h+1) as data in the consistent hash
algorithm in Section 1, calculate the mapping position
L(h−N) of data on the ring R(h−N), and find the processing node Si corresponding to the position L(h−N)
in Section 4. The processing node Si is the digital
certificate serial number (for convenience, the above
consensus hash calculation process is named
AW(h+1)). Fig. 5 is a description of the above calculation process. Each node judges whether Si, the
Pre-hash
…

Timestamp

Pre-hash

Timestamp

No.
h−N−1

BaseCoinSig

No. h−n

BaseCoinSig

Transaction
Merkle root

Cert-Merkle
root

Transaction
Merkle root

Cert-Merkle
root

CoinBase

…

digital certificate serial number, is registered by itself.
If not, the node will cancel the competition to create
current block h+1 and wait for block h+1 from other
nodes. Then, the node will enter the next competition
of the block h+2 creation process. Otherwise, this
node will obtain the privilege of creating current
block h+1 and obtain the token reward contained in
the block (step 4).
Step 4: The node holding Si enters the process of
creating a new block h+1, and the output address of
the token transaction points to the public key (or hash
value of the public key) corresponding to the digital
certificate Si of the node. The value of the token
number is expressed as
Re(h  1)  B | Ce(h  1) |,

where B represents a fixed constant, and |Ce(h+1)|
represents the total number of digital certificate serials contained in the current block h+1. The current
node writes the token reward transaction to the body
of block h+1, performs the hash function on the token
reward transaction to obtain Hm, digitally signs Hm
with the private key corresponding to the digital certificate Si to form an SIGi(Hm), writes SIGi(Hm) to
the block h+1 header as “BaseCoinSig,” and broadcasts the new block h+1.
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Fig. 5 AW calculation process when a block is created
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Step 5: Other nodes receive the new block h+1
and perform the following validations:
Validation 1 The previous block referenced by the
new block exists, and is valid.
Validation 2 The block contains the correctness of
transactions.
Validation 3 Correctness and completeness of other
data items exist in the block header and block body.
Validation 4 The output of the token reward transaction is pointing to an address which is different
from that of the output token reward transaction
contained in block h (to avoid aggression, two consecutive reward transactions sent to the same public
key address are not allowed).
Recalculate HD(h+1), R(h−N), and
Validation 5
mapping position L(h−N) on the corresponding hash
ring, and validate the consistency with the calculation
result of the current node in step 3.
Validation 6 Validate that the output of the token
reward transaction in block h+1 is consistent with the
public key address of Si corresponding to the digital
certificate serial corresponding to L(h−N).
Validate that the digital certificate
Validation 7
number Sj of this node is contained in the body of
block h+1.
Validation 8 Validate the consistency of the digital
signature BaseCoinSig in the header of block h+1
with the token reward transaction in the body of block
h+1. When all the validations are passed, the node
accepts the new block h+1 and links it to the end of
the current blockchain.
Step 6: All nodes accept the new block h+1. Start
the next competition of the creation block process,
and start again from step 1.
3.4.2 Formation of the initial chain
From the block creation process described in
Section 3.4.1, it can be seen that the token transaction
does not exist in blocks from 1 to N, so these blocks
cannot contain any other transaction. That is to say,
blocks numbered from 1 to N cannot implement the
CHB-consensus protocol. These blocks can contain
only the digital certificate serial set of all the nodes.
Therefore, the blockchain network generating the
blocks numbered from 1 to N must adopt other consensus protocols, such as the PoW consensus protocol.
Of course, the consensus of offline is available.
The block numbered N+1 contains only one token reward transaction. The inputs of AW calculation
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are Pre-hash, No. N+1, timestamp, and transaction
Merkle root, but the transaction data included in the
transaction Merkle root is null. After that, starting
with block N+1, block creation and validation processes are the same as those described in
Section 3.4.1.
3.5 Robustness analysis

3.5.1 Attack on the privilege of creating a new block
According to the data structure and the way by
which the Bitcoin system operates, the link of the
transaction order and the forwarding process adopts
the signature and validation of the public-private key
pair corresponding to the digital certificate registered
from the CA. Therefore, based on the security of the
asymmetric cryptographic algorithm, a malicious
node cannot misappropriate transactions (including
the token reward transactions) belonging directly to
others (based on Assumption 2) in step 3 in Section 3.4.1, because it cannot pass Validation 2 of other
nodes.
In step 3, the set of digital certificates Ce(h−N)
used by each node executing AW calculation for the
computing privilege of creating a new block is taken
from a historical block that has been confirmed by the
whole network through CHB-consensus. Therefore,
no node can manipulate and forge the set Ce(h−N),
because it will cause other nodes to fail when perform
the block Validation 5. Some malicious nodes forcibly
modify the set Ce(h−N) by modifying the block
header of the block numbered h−N, which is equivalent to that of a double-spending attack, which will be
discussed later. At the same time, a malicious node
may attempt to modify its own transaction in the
to-be-built block h+1 (based on Assumption 2, i.e.,
malicious nodes cannot tamper with the transaction
signed by other digital certificates). For example, add
a random value to the reserved field or make a continuous change between payment and change, to
make the digital certificate serial number of the
AW(h+1) calculation result point to itself. In this case,
based on the characteristics of the consistent hash
algorithm, malicious nodes need to deal with the
computational difficulty, which is equivalent to the
random event of violent collision probability of 1/n (n
represents the number of network nodes), and it needs
to be completed within limited time T. It is possible
that a malicious node may succeed, but it would still
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not be able to pass block Validation 5 of most honest
nodes. Therefore, the winner (i.e., the corresponding
digital certificate serial number) of the token reward
transactions is random, and any node cannot manipulate the issuance of token rewards, which is a decentralized random event.
In step 3, malicious nodes cannot replace the
legal creator of the current new block (with the privilege of creating a new block) to create and broadcast
the new block because of Validation 8. The goal of
Validation 8 is to prevent malicious nodes from randomly deleting other nodes’ digital certificate serial
numbers in the to-be-built block. If the malicious
node does that, it will increase the probability of malicious nodes winning the token rewards in the future,
and the tampered block will still be validated as legal
by most honest nodes. However, a legal creator does
not have such a motivation, because a legal creator
prefers to include more digital certificate serial
numbers in the to-be-built block, which can earn more
token rewards through Eq. (3). The more the digital
certificate serial numbers included in the to-be-built
blocks, the more the nodes would validate that the
to-be-built block is legal and can be accepted; that is,
more nodes approve that the token reward transactions have been validated. This is more valuable for
honest nodes than increasing the probability of obtaining future token rewards.
3.5.2 Double-spending attack
A malicious node can neither change a block in
blockchain’s history by changing another node’s
transaction, nor forge any transaction that does not
belong to itself (based on Assumption 2). Malicious
nodes can carry out only double-spending attacks, i.e.,
changing transactions that belong to themselves in
historical blocks. Assume that the total height of the
current blockchain is h, and that the malicious node
attempts to tamper with the block numbered X. It
changes (or eliminates) the transaction that has been
recorded in the block numbered X, and then signs and
forwards the tampered transaction, which results in a
double-spending attack that will cause blocks X to h
failure (they cannot pass Validation 3). Malicious
nodes have to rebuild the blocks from X to h or beyond. Starting from block X, the malicious node attempts to manipulate AW(X) calculation. As a result
of tampering the transactions in block X, the

calculation result of AW(X) on the hash ring
R(X−N−1) of block numbered X−N−1 would be
changed, and the token reward transaction of block X
will be invalid (it cannot pass block Validation 6). For
block X to pass block Validation 6 again, the malicious node can manipulate only the result of AW(X)
calculation, so that the result points to its own digital
certificate serial number. There are two possible options for a malicious node to achieve this goal:
1. Modify the digital certificate serial number set
contained in the block numbered X−N−1, that is, the
digital certificate set Ce(h−N−1){S1, S2, …, Sn}
contained in block X−N−1. Based on the security of
the CA, the digital certificate serial number cannot be
forged. So, the malicious node can choose to remove
one or some serial numbers in Ce(X−N−1) by a loop
attempting to collide the correct result of AW(X) at
random. This will invalidate blocks X−N to h because
of the change in block headers from blocks X−N to h.
Thus, the malicious node has to retry AW(X−N)
starting from block X−N, and if it still recursively
chooses to modify the digital certificate number set
Ce(X−2N−1) of block X−2N−1, it will cause the recursive invalidation of the entire blockchain. Malicious nodes need to pay massive computational
power when rebuilding the entire blockchain to
search for all possible digital certificate serial number
combinations and for the possibility of tampering
with the transaction belonging to the malicious node.
The goal of a malicious node is to have all the token
reward transactions of all blocks point to the digital
certificate serial number belonging to itself. This
reconstruction will make malicious nodes consume
massive computational power. Even if a malicious
node is lucky enough to rebuild the entire blockchain
in a short enough time, the rebuilt blockchain cannot
be accepted by the blockchain network because of
Validation 4.
2. To avoid the situation described in the first
goal, the malicious node can tamper only with the
transaction information in block X belonging to its
own signature forwarding. To obtain a sufficient
random search space, the malicious node may tamper
by continuously adjusting the ratio between output
and the change of transaction or adding a random
value in the reserved fields of the transaction, to make
the AW(X) calculation be repeated multiple times.
The goal is to make the result of L(X−N−1) of AW(X)
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calculation point to the digital certificate serial number belonging to itself, so that a malicious node can
generate a legal block X. This will make the malicious
node pay massive computational power. Based on the
characteristics of the consistent hash algorithm,
computational difficulty is equivalent to that of a
random event with a collision probability of 1/n (n
represents the number of network nodes). Assume
that the malicious node can finish the calculation
within effective time, that is, successfully forging the
calculation of AW(X) of block X, and then block X+1
needs to do the same forgery. The tampered reconstruction from block X to the current block h has the
possibility of success of a double-spending attack, but
requires the malicious node pay massive computational power in a short enough time. To avoid this
kind of extremity, Validation 4 is added when honest
nodes receive a new block. Block Validation 4 ensures that block X+1 will not be validated by honest
nodes, and that malicious block tampering cannot
reach block X+1.
In summary, when h−X is larger than two, any
malicious node, even if paying massive computational power, will not succeed in a double-spending
attack. That is, when the number of linked blocks
after block X exceeds two, the system of blockchain
with CHB-consensus can give confirmation of the
validity of the transaction in block X, which is better
than the case defined in the Bitcoin consensus that a
transaction is deemed valid after confirmation from
six blocks.
3.6 Joining and leaving

If a new node chooses to join in the transaction
process, it first needs to register in the CA center to
obtain a valid digital certificate and the corresponding
public-private key pair based on the asymmetric
cryptographic algorithm. Then, the node can participate in the transaction process with digital certificate
information. If the new node joins in only the transaction process, it does not need to download the
blockchain data, but just queries the blockchain data
from the network. Therefore, a new node joining in or
leaving the transaction process does not require the
blockchain network make any adjustments or perceptions. The node can also choose to terminate the
transaction process.
If a new node joins in the betting process, which
is controlled by CHB-consensus, it needs to broadcast

1371

its own serial number of the digital certificate in the
current block creation period T. When other nodes in
the network are building a new block, the sequence
number is included in the current new block. After the
current block is successfully created, the new node’s
digital certificate serial number is written into the
latest block. After that, the new block is continuously
created and confirmed. When the newly created block
th
continues to the next (N+1) block, the new node
obtains the right to participate in the competition for
token rewards in block N+1, and the new node gains a
probability of about 1/n of obtaining the token bonus
in the current block. Any node can drop its right to
participate in the competition for token rewards to
avoid broadcasting its own digital certificate serial
numbers in any time.

4 Discussion
4.1 Fairness

For convenience, we omit the fairness problem
existing in the consistent hash algorithm in the process of describing CHB-consensus. After all the digital certificate serial numbers Ce{S1, S2, …, Sn} are
mapped onto the consistent hash ring, the length of
the hash interval obtained by each digital certificate
serial number cannot be guaranteed to be exactly the
same, but each hash interval length represents the
node’s winning probability. Therefore, CHBconsensus cannot guarantee that the length of each
hash interval obtained by each digital certificate serial
number be completely fair; however, continuous inequity between all nodes can be avoided by introducing certain and changing disturbances. For example, a new set Ce{S1+T, S2+T, …, Sn+T} is formed by
adding each digital certificate serial number to the
timestamp from the current block header. All nodes’
mapping states by each AW calculation will undergo
unpredictable random changes, avoiding the continuous winning probability imbalance. Obviously, such
a certain and changing disturbance does not affect the
correctness and verifiability of CHB-consensus.
4.2 Security

4.2.1 Security and side effects of Validation 5
Validation 5 in Section 3.4.1 is an overly stringent validation which may prevent the new block
from being successfully created.
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When the overall network environment is poor
and the volume of transactions is large, the network
cannot guarantee that each node receives exactly the
same transactions within the period T, but the transactions received by each node are valid. When this
happens, AW calculation results by any one node are
directed to an opponent node, with the result that no
node can create the current new block. There are two
solutions to this problem:
1. CHB-consensus gives up Validation 5. When
the blockchain network is large enough and the honest
nodes account for more than 50% of nodes, the resulting risk is controllable. In the absence of Validation 5, malicious nodes need massive computational
power when attacking the privilege of creating new
blocks. Also, the larger the number of network nodes
in the blockchain, the more the computational power
needed by the malicious nodes. However, honest
nodes generating new blocks do not need to pay extra
computational power. In this case, a new block from
honest nodes will be broadcast more rapidly within
the network and will more likely be accepted by most
nodes in the blockchain network. This shows that the
success attack rate of malicious nodes would still be
very low.
Without Validation 5, in one period T, multiple
nodes may generate multiple legitimate new blocks,
causing a temporary branching of the blockchain.
Since each branch produces a new block permanently
in each period T, unlike in the PoW consensus, a
branch cannot win by competing for length. Therefore,
in the absence of Validation 5, additional Validation 9
is required in step 5 in Section 3.4.1 for combining
multiple branches:
Validation 9 When a node receives each new block
from the P2P network, it will determine whether a
fork occurs or not. If a fork occurs, the node downloads multiple branches, and the following calculations are made for each branch by the node:

 NumTi

 Re(i ) ,
BranchWeight   
i  h  b 1  ownTi

i  h 1

(4)

where b represents the number of branched blocks, i
the current block number, NumTi the number of
transactions contained in the current block, ownTi the
number of transactions from token reward winner
signature forwarding in the current block, and Re(i)

the number of tokens contained in the token reward
transactions in the current block. The value of
BranchWeight for each branch is compared and the
branch with the largest BranchWeight value is the
winner. If more than one branch has the largest value,
the node randomly selects one of them. Multiple
branches are temporarily tolerated, and the node will
continue to compare by Eq. (4) when the next new
block arrives, until there is only one branch.
2. Reserve Validation 5. This is feasible in a
small-scale network with few nodes. By adjusting the
creation period T and the parameters of the network,
the probability of inconsistency of the transactions
received by each node in each period T can be reduced.
If an anomaly causes a new block creator to be uncertain, the period T can be extended, and then each
node randomly broadcasts or forwards some transactions; therefore, each node will eventually obtain
consistent transactions. This is feasible in some smallscale network scenes; however, when the number of
blockchain nodes exceeds a certain threshold, this
method will result in an increased network communication load.
4.2.2 Security of Validation 4
Validation 4 avoids violent attacks by a highperformance high-power node. However, it is impossible to avoid the accomplices of multiple highperformance high-power nodes. Therefore, based on
the trust environment and network scale, Validation 4
may be properly adjusted to validate that the address
to which the output of the token reward transactions
of the current new block points is not the same as any
address to which such transactions are pointing in the
latest M blocks. M represents the number of accomplice nodes that may exist in the network with high
computational power.
4.2.3 Parameter settings
Parameter N for the AW calculation can be empirically set, considering the security environment of
the blockchain network. It is acceptable to set a value
between two and six.
4.3 Changes in block data

Compared with the general blockchain structure,
the blockchain data structure adds a set of digital
certificate serial numbers. Assume that each serial
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number is composed of eight bytes, the number of
participating nodes is 100 000 in the blockchain
network. The amount of additional data per block is
less than 1 MB compared with the general blockchain
structure, so the resulting incremental block data from
CHB-consensus is controllable.
4.4 Privacy

Each node is required to use the CA-registered
digital certificate to complete the signature forwarding the transaction process. CHB-consensus recommends a two-level digital certificate mechanism,
namely, an identity registration digital certificate and
a transaction digital certificate. The transaction digital
certificate is generated by the identity registration
digital certificate, and does not contain the user’s
private information. All nodes should use the transaction digital certificate and transaction digital certificate serial number to complete the process of
CHB-consensus in the blockchain network. The CA
center manages the relationship between the identity
registration digital certificate and the transaction digital certificate. The privacy protection of transactional
behavior in blockchain depends on the credibility of
the CA. However, the CA poses no special threat to
the security of blockchain data structures or transactions in historical blocks.
5 Improvement

From the foregoing description, we know that
under the guarantee of a CHB-consensus protocol, a
malicious node faces a hashing challenge to a block
forgery attack (double-spending attack). The difficulty of a hashing challenge is that the violence collision probability is 1/n random events (n represents
the number of network nodes), which will make the
malicious node pay massive computational power.
However, such a difficulty value is much lower than
the difficulty value of the current PoW consensus
protocol adopted by public blockchains (such as
Bitcoin). Moreover, the computational power attacking difficulty value of CHB-consensus cannot be
flexibly adjusted. The relatively fixed difficulty value
is an opportunity for a large computational power
node to enter the network to perform a doublespending attack. Therefore, in this section, we propose an improved CHB-consensus protocol, called

“CHBD-consensus,” which adopts a two-phase proof
to provide stronger security guarantees than CHBconsensus. At the same time, CHBD-consensus has
minimal impact on energy consumption.
5.1 CHBD-consensus

The CHBD-consensus protocol is divided into
two phases. In the first phase, a new block creator is
selected using the same method as CHB-consensus in
Section 3.4.1. Afterwards, entering the second phase,
the creator of the new block is required to provide
PoW by solving a hash puzzle with difficulty.
The method of PoW in the second phase of
CHBD-consensus is borrowed from Bitcoin. The
difficulty value (Diff) is given in the block header. An
appropriate random value is violently searched in the
Nonce field of the block header by the creator, so that
the target hash value, result of the double SHA256
operation of the block header, satisfies the requirement of the Diff. The field meaning of the block
header of CHBD-consensus is shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Block header of the CHBD-consensus
Name
Pre-hash
No. X
Timestamp
Trans Merkle root
Cert-Merkle root
BaseCoinSig
Diff
Nonce

Description
Hash value of the previous block
The current block number
Block timestamp
Merkle root of transactions
Merkle root of the digital certificate
serial number
Digital signature of the token reward transaction
Difficulty value
Random number that meets the
difficulty value

The inputs of the hash puzzle in the second phase
of CHBD-consensus are Pre-hash, No. X, timestamp,
trans Merkle root, Cert-Merkle root, BaseCoinSig,
and Nonce. Assume that the difficulty value is
dCHBD-second, and that the new block creator searches
for the appropriate Nonce, making the target value of
the double SHA256 of the new block satisfy the following expression:
H  Pre-hash, No. X , timestamp,
trans Merkle root,Cert-Merkle root,
BaseCoinSig, Nonce  

MaxTarget
.
d CHBD-second

(5)
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The basic process of the CHBD-consensus protocol is shown in Fig. 6. In the CHBD-consensus
protocol, each node performs multiple validations
after receiving a new block. In addition to the nine
validations inherited from the CHB-consensus protocol, it also requires Validation 10:
Validation 10 Validate that the random number
Nonce found by the creator makes the double
SHA256 target hash value of the block header satisfy
the difficulty value requirement.
5.2 Attack difficulty and energy consumption of
CHBD-consensus

A double-spending attack of malicious nodes
requires the results of the two hash puzzles in
CHBD-consensus. The collision probability of the
target value of the first phase hash puzzle is 1/n. It can
be considered that the difficulty value of the first
phase hash puzzle is n. Assume that the overall attack
difficulty value of CHBD-consensus is set to DCHBD:

DCHBD  n·d CHBD-second ,

(6)

1
DCHBD .
n

(7)

d CHBD-second 

According to Eq. (6), we can flexibly adjust the
attack difficulty of the CHBD-consensus protocol,
and even set the attack difficulty value to be the same
as that in the PoW consensus protocol of the public
blockchain.
From Eq. (7), it can be seen that if the overall
attack difficulty DCHBD of the CHBD-consensus protocol is set to be the same as that of the PoW consensus protocol, the difficulty value of the hash puzzle
in the second phase is equivalent to only 1/n of the
PoW protocol.
Importantly, the CHBD-consensus protocol requires only a unique creator to complete the secondphase hash puzzle. Other honest nodes need to wait
only for validation of the new block. This is obviously
better than the PoW consensus protocol in which all

Trans Merkle
root

Miner 11

Miner 1

Hash123456
Miner 2
Hash1234

Miner 10

Hash12

Hash34

Miner 3

Hash56

Miner 9
Hash Hash Hash Hash Hash Hash
1
2
3
4
5
6

Miner 8

Miner 4

Trans Trans Trans Trans Trans Trans
1
2
3
4
5
6
Miner 5

Miner 7
The second phase: the determined
creator builds a new block and
completes a certain proof of work in
the new block by solving hash
puzzle with determined difficulty,
and then broadcasts the new block.

New block

Miner 6
The first phase: the consistent
hash value of the transaction
Merkle root of the current
transactions is used to determine
the unique creator of a new block
in Section 3.4.1.

Fig. 6 Basic process of CHBD-consensus
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nodes have to pay as much as possible computational
power to compete for the privilege of creating blocks.
Therefore, when the number of nodes of the CHBDconsensus protocol is large enough, its energy consumption is still far lower than that of the PoW protocol under the premise of the same attack difficulty.
5.3 Block interval oscillation of CHBD-consensus

In CHBD-consensus, PoW in the second phase
needs to be completed separately by the creator. Because miners have different computational power
resources, this will cause a significant oscillation in
the block interval. A mining pool mechanism is one of
the solutions. It concentrates on the computational
power of a large number of nodes, contributes to the
PoW of the second phase of a certain creator, and
obtains the corresponding token revenue. In this way,
the block interval would be significantly reduced.
This is beyond the scope of this study and will be
addressed in our future work.

6 Analysis of energy consumption

The main energy consumption of the PoW consensus protocol comes from the double SHA256
calculation of all miners for solving the hash puzzle.
In contrast, energy consumption due to message
passing in the network, block validation, and data
storage can be ignored. The consensus protocols
proposed in this study, i.e., CHB-consensus and
CHBD-consensus, have the same message and space
complexity as PoW, so in our analysis, we focus on
only the energy consumption improvement that double SHA256 calculation allows.
In the PoW protocol, let DPoW denote the difficulty value and V the target value. Then we can have
DPoW=Vmax/V,

(8)

where Vmax denotes the largest possible value of the
target. The hash function SHA256 for Bitcoin has
been chosen, so that it behaves approximately as a
256
uniformly random value between 0 and 2 −1. Thus,
for any given Nonce, the probability p when it satisfies difficulty is given by
p

Vmax
1
V
.


256
256
2
DPoW  2
DPoW

(9)

The number of search Nonce trials in the
SHA256 until a block is successfully completed will
be geometrically distributed; therefore, the expected
number of hashes needed to find a block is D. To
simplify the analysis, we assume that there are n
consensus protocol participating nodes in the blockchain network, and that each node has the same
computational power. In this case, suppose the number of hash trials of each node in a unit time is R. For
each node, the expected time to find a block is
expressed as
EPoW (t ) 

DPoW
.
R

(10)

In the PoW protocol, n nodes perform a hash trial
independently, so the expected time to find a block in
the whole blockchain network is
Ew-PoW (t ) 

EPoW (t ) DPoW

.
n
nR

(11)

The energy consumption in a unit time of each
node is proportional to R, with a scaling factor a.
In the PoW protocol, the total energy consumption of the entire blockchain network during a creation period is

CPoW  naREw-PoW (t )  aDPoW .

(12)

In the CHBD-consensus protocol, under the
same attack difficulty as under the PoW protocol
(DPoW=DCHBD), the difficulty value of the hash puzzle
in the second phase is dCHBD-second=DCHBD/n=DPoW/n.
For each node, the expected time to find a block is
ECHBD (t ) 

d CHBD-second DCHBD DPoW


.
R
nR
nR

(13)

In the CHBD-consensus protocol, there is only
one node to perform the second-phase PoW in each
creation period; thus, the expected time to find a block
in the whole blockchain network is
Ew-CHBD (t )  ECHBD (t ) 

DPoW
.
nR

(14)

The total energy consumption of the entire
blockchain network during a creation period is
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CCHBD  aREw-CHBD (t ) 

aDPoW
.
n

(15)

Through the above analysis, it can be seen that,
under the same attack difficulty and in the same
hardware and network environment, the expected
time to create a new block using the PoW protocol or
the CHBD-consensus protocol is the same. The ratio
Rt of the energy consumption of the CHBDconsensus protocol to the energy consumption of the
PoW protocol is
Rt 

CCHBD 1
 .
CPoW
n

(16)

The CHB-consensus protocol does not consume
any energy for hash calculation in the whole network.
Therefore, there is no comparative analysis for the
CHB-consensus protocol.

7 Conclusions

Current blockchain consensus protocols cannot
be optimized synchronously in terms of decentralization, security, and energy consumption. However,
these three aspects are equally important. In this study,
two new consensus protocols based on a consistent
hash algorithm, CHB-consensus and CHBDconsensus, have been proposed. CHB-consensus and
CHBD-consensus still use the unforgeability of hash
computational power to reach a consensus across the
blockchain network. They force the attack behavior of
malicious nodes to pay massive computational power,
while an honest node’s creation block process does
not require additional computational power. While
saving energy consumption, CHB-consensus and
CHBD-consensus do not sacrifice security or decentralization. We have analyzed possible attacks in detail and gave a rigorous but adjustable validation
strategy. Finally, we have analyzed the issues of
fairness, security, efficiency, privacy, and energy
consumption, proving the advantages of CHBconsensus and CHBD-consensus. In the same hardware environment and with the same security guarantee, compared with PoW, CHB-consensus no
longer consumes computational power. CHBDconsensus power consumption is 1/n times that of

PoW. The existence of CA creates a risk of privacy
leakage; however, the level of risk depends on the
reliability and credibility of the CA system.
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